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***This story was successful on Reddit r/creepypasta given its 
controversial nature, quickly garnering 1.2 thousand views & 90% 
up-votes(see below), but was censored by corrupt moderators (one 
going by “XanCrews”) for reasons that are ascertainable.  Needless 
to say, what I’m communicating here is on the money.  Otherwise, it 
wouldn’t be censored.  Contrary to the hive-minded moderators’ 
goal to pull wool over the public’s eyes (or more aptly, pull a ‘hood’ 
over its eyes) due to the propaganda they’ve likely been force-fed, 
my sharp eye isn't going to fail me any time soon, and neither will 
my voice.  
 

WARNING: This short story is not for the faint of heart. If you are sensitive to graphic imagery, 

gore, sexual themes, or content of a satirical, critical, controversial, inflammatory or blatant 

nature, do not read this story. If you have a history of mental illness/trauma, or are made 

excessively uncomfortable by such content, do not read this story. If you do not have a sense of 

humor, or sufficient coping mechanisms, do not read this story. 

--- 

Neighbors of room 117 often complained of a disturbance that would keep them up long hours into 

the night. It was subtle, but like the doings of a rat in the wall, or even worms in the earth, it was 

persistent and did well to burrow into their ears to the point of madness—or at least, sleep deprived 

belligerence. Even if they were to make a case about sound pollution to the landlord, it would be 

dismissed, for there were certainly other more obtrusive examples of this in the complex, like the 

occasional and inevitable response. “Shut up!”, a soul would shriek on behalf of the other tenants, 

startling the nocturnal creature into temporary silence. Julian would at some point resume exercising 

his freedom of speech, his mechanical keyboard colliding with the wall. 

 

It was very, very late now—for him, relatively early. A long evening of internet left him simply gorged 

with gratification. For him, there was nothing quite like smiting the ignorant online. It just left him 

swollen and bulbous with delight, almost to the point that he would pop, with streams of musky 

perspiration flanking his scrunched, furious, now fatigued features, and the fabric of his seat a 

couple shades darker than normal. The resulting chill was rewarding, like a graceful breath of air 

commending his feverish efforts, and to top it all off—the crusty icing on the cake like the residue on 

his keyboard—he had come across a news bulletin in his ventures on social media that someone he 

had thoroughly loathed for disagreeing with him had finally committed suicide. Even though he was 

spent, he took to his keyboard again to compose a quick quip about how the young man’s suicide 
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was the fault of his family and his mourning parents. What a victory this was! He nearly had a 

second wind and was about to sail on another crusade, but there was just one thing that could ruin 

such a moment, and it wasn’t the plea of other people wishing to live their lives. 

 

Oh, it was so very small. So, so tiny. There was just no way around it. Head hung, he couldn’t help 

but frown at the itty-bitty worm before him, flaccid between his forested legs like some sort of 

intestinal parasite—except, once again, exceedingly small. Such a thing wouldn’t go very deep 

indeed, and probably wouldn’t grow to be much bigger. As he looked at it, he struggled to attribute a 

unit of measurement to something so very infinitesimal so as to scarcely exist. This was him: a 

diminutive, diabolical little worm…with teeth. 

 

He sighed and clenched his fist on the desk. “I am a real man”, he said, tugging at the thing where it 

tapered off. It was stretchy like gum. In fact, he reckoned everyone ought to chew on 

it. Everyone ought to enjoy it, for he was God’s gift to the world: a “real man”. Contemplating this, he 

drew a ribbon of paste from the region, sniffed, and flicked it elsewhere. It landed on the adjacent 

wall, of course, the only area of his dark wallpaper speckled with off-white to the point of looking like 

someone had begun to paint the moon but immediately gave up realizing they had no talent. 

“Fucking piece of shit killed himself because he wanted to be like me,” he eloquently added. 

 

This was normally the way it went. A moment of doubt would be met with inexhaustible amounts 

of…confidence. All the assurance and information he could ever need was not in a book, or even in 

a study, but right there at his disposal, always there for him, a source of, well, anything really that 

could fit in there. Even an exponentially giant ego could fit in there, wafting out whenever it pleased 

in its pungent majesty as long as he was not too aggressive with showers, lest he take away from 

the fragrance he felt all women should be wearing. Sometimes, if he wanted to be particularly proud, 

he wouldn’t bathe much at all, but as he noticed that his air could be overwhelming to unfit subjects, 

he learned to lie and say he not only bathed everyday…but twice a day, and this was the reason his 

smelled so utterly wonderful. 

 

With new resolve, he got ready for work. Within a few hours he was on the road among many other 

commuters at rush hour. He couldn’t help but feel bad for all of them—the middle-aged peer on his 

left, who surely worked full-time for his family, the somewhat younger lad on his right, perhaps 

heading to his part-time to supplement a doctorate. He just knew… He could just tell, that they 

were all… Well, he thought it best not to nauseate himself before his shift, so he discontinued the 

thought, gripping the wheel nervously. The same substance which adorned the nook by his desk had 

solidified around the steering wheel as well, and it flaked away as he squeezed. For good measure, 

looking to dispel his unpleasant ponderings with a far stronger scent, he leaned in a took a big, long, 

euphoric whiff. He considered even giving it a broad lick. “Oh, why not”, he conceded. He caved and 

ravaged the object, his facial hair adopting a comforting frost. This is what he needed every morning. 

Unfortunately, for Julian, nothing could mitigate the rest of the day’s events. 

 



In his cubicle, a box he so dearly resented for being a box, standardized and streamline, he mulled 

over his usual quota of assignments. Computer work was his forte. He spent most of his life on the 

computer. This was different, however, in that it was trivial in comparison. What matters, truly, took 

precedence over his opinion of the way the world should be, of the way man should be? He ought to 

be paid for his passions online, on social media, where he’d amassed a sizeable community of 

likeminded individuals who revered him, inundating his every post with obsessive praise, liking and 

thumbing up all his comments so they were unassailable. Those numbers were glorious to him. 

Those of his job, by contrast, were all just nonsense. 

 

So it was no surprise that he got distracted from time to time…and today was no exception. He 

happened to overhear a conversation. A deep, burly but somehow elegant voice boomed from 

nearby. Tickling and inciting the unregulated hairs of his ears, it was unmistakable. The origin of 

such a pathetic squeak must have been the man who frequented a spot by the plant in the kitchen 

which overlooked the floorspace. Here, the man would shoot the breeze with his coworkers over a 

cup of water. 

 

“Yeah, yeah,” he bellowed, in his heavy, suave voice, “Little idiots are doing just great. ‘Girl’s just, 

you know, so sweet. But Davey—oh, boy! ‘Have to see ‘em.” 

 

Julian recoiled at the mention of his son, knowing his son would be just like his father, and knowing 

his son’s son could be similar. Oh, that fomented a rage in him like no other. He peered over 

partition to take a gander at this loathsome creature. First thing to note would be the blonde shock of 

hair. Next would the brown-hazel eyes which looked like fine chocolate wrapped in gold underneath 

those inquisitive locks. Third, and most shockingly, the sheer scale of the amazon would dwarf 

everything around him. The plant, which was a miniature tree, resembled a dandelion beside him. 

The kitchenette looked like stacked children’s blocks behind him. The people, his friends, were dolls 

around him. 

 

Julian often wondered if he stood beside that midget plant specifically to appear larger. The creep, 

the loser, the imposterwas clearly afflicted with a complex. The miniscule, lesser man clearly had to 

make himself feel more of a man than he was. He was clearly compensating for something. Yes, 

that was it. He had a shriveled up, pathetic, useless, obsolete little stump of an…ego. He was 

massively and proportionately compensating for it, sunk in a bog of denial too deep for even a man 

of his stature. That was Julian’s final and absolute, irrefutable conclusion as he grumbled behind the 

safety of his cubicle, his eyes bulging, nostrils flaring—as best as they could, at least, being thickly 

coated on the inside with his familiar comfort cocktail, above a slimy mustache, and gurgling lips: 

the towering manifesto of superior genes was circumcised. 

 

What a travesty. What an incomprehensibly unspeakable thing. No greater tragedy had ever befallen 

humanity. Surely, the Greeks, who eviscerated one another for family entertainment, would frown 

upon such an atrocity. Surely Alexander the Great, who murdered much of the Mediterranean in cold 



blood, would agree with this sentiment. Oh, and the Nazis… The Nazis knew what was going on. He 

couldn’t help but giggle in delight whenever he thought about those leather-clad heroes. “Yes, yes”, 

he shuddered. “I am in good company.” 

 

Speaking of which, just as he was about to resign into his mundane safe space, fed up with the 

visage of that boisterous blister, he stiffened. Bloodshot eyes were locked on something, wider than 

ever with a contempt surpassing that of every dictator who had ever lived, on the verge of rupturing 

and spewing a puss not unlike his favorite scent all over the scene before him. Somehow he had not 

seen before, but as this man turned, parting ways with his coworker, there was a slight wardrobe 

malfunction in his beige slacks made skintight by his musculature that anyone else would have 

casually ignored, but not Julian. No, to Julian’s unadulterated dismay and horror, the profile of the 

man revealed an unconscionably colossal and unmistakable incline in topography just beneath the 

belt. 

IT WAS HUGE! 

 

Julian convulsed, then produced what can only be described as a guttural, archaic hiss a result of a 

gross excess of ingested and impacted smegma in his throat being abruptly cleared, and in turn, 

vomited uncontrollably over the wall, emptying evidently a reservoir of this same snack of choice 

onto the floor. It poured out of him as he roared, splattering everywhere like a cataclysm of clam 

chowder. “Noooooooooo…” 

 

“Jesus!” the huge man exclaimed, mistaking the ill coworker’s mad protest as a cry of panic. “Are 

you OK?!” Alerting the other occupants of the room, he moved away from the unfolding disaster. 

Julian was escorted out and kindly sent home. 

 

In his apartment, he concocted a plan, resolute in his new goal. No, it was not any mere plan, as he 

deliberated, his hand clamped about his chin still drenched in a viscous solution of regurgitated 

urine, dead skin cells, mucous, fecal matter, stomach acid, saliva, and other ripe elements. It was 

the very will of the divines calling upon him…which was interesting, since he was an atheist. Julian’s 

duty had become clear. It suddenly all made sense. Clarification could not stop at inducing suicide in 

these men; this was not direct, sincere or even literal enough of a punishment, let alone one that 

would truly satisfy his motives. Such a thing was only a crude rendition of extermination, not the 

actual achievement, not by his own hand. 

 

What he truly desired was just for the downright, unequivocally desecrated, disfigured, crippled, and 

obliterated amputees of men to realize the true extent of their sheer and utter omnipotent mutilation. 

Happy fathers were committing a crime walking around not despising their bodies, not encouraging 

their offspring to despise other people, and worse: existing in general. Julian was going to teach the 

man a final lesson…in anatomy. 

 



It wasn’t that hard to do. The ruthless find a way; after all, the ends always justified the means. It was 

a simple matter of discretely returning to work, waiting in the mostly vacant parking lot until the 

hardworking and ambitious employee exited the building after everyone else, bludgeoning him over 

the head with a phallic object, speeding with the gentle giant tied up and silenced via duct tape in the 

backseat, and checking in to a seedy motel on the outskirts of town. He cared not for any security 

footage at his work premises, for his sacrifice was noble. 

 

As he dragged him in, onlookers and what seemed to be the only other present patrons of the motel 

questioned what he was doing with the unconscious, restrained grown man. Their intuition was 

easily thwarted, for Julian knew the couple were only able to think of one thing. Having attended 

their so-called “Pride Marches” a few times, he was well-acquainted with their hive-mindedness, and 

approved of the propaganda on certain floats which arrived every year, telling gay homosexuals they 

were mutilated and broken on rainbow banners larger than even his coworker’s endowment. How 

fitting it was, he mused, for savages already incapable of reproduction to be given another reason to 

never, ever have sex, only to admire…him. In any case, he knew they could only think of dicks, so he 

winked at them, as if to say, “We’re into this,” and shut the door with no further impediments. Inside, 

he drew his handgun, removed his trousers, and patiently waited for the completely disrobed man to 

wake. 

 

David groggily awoke a few minutes later. “Mm—Gnnh..?!” 

“LOOK AT MY GODDAMN FORESKIN YOU WORTHLESS YANKEE!” Julian proceeded to list all the various 

Latin names of his bits like one would read synonyms out of a thesaurus over the noises of gained 

awareness and muffled screaming. He found it intolerable that in midst of his lecture, the man had 

the audacity to turn his head and gag. “SMELL IT! SMELL MEEEEEE!”He thrust it against the man’s 

cheek, the contact of tears providing what could have been its first wash in an entire month and 

pointed the gun at his temple. How repugnant it was that his captive continued to resist. Reiterating 

the monologue, he gestured wildly at his groin, indicating the different areas with the item in his 

hand. Then, slick with smegma, his finger slipped. 

 

*bang* 

 

David’s cries were silenced by a deafening gunshot. He watched in pure shock and awe as Julian 

ran shrieking across the room in a pitch much higher than should have been possible to where his 

disembodied genitals were plastered on the wall like the mantel of an elephant...a micro elephant. 

Retrieving his penis and using some clothes to plug the site from which blood had begun to spray, 

Julian fled from the room and drove away. 

 

He dismounted the vehicle and sprinted inside a nearby mall in all his naked glory. People gasped 

and gathered as he scurried about with his penis raised high in the air, the glossy floors spattered 

with red. “I’M INTACT! I’M INTACT!!!” he chanted, waving it around like holy water in the presence of 

demons. He slipped on the draining contents of his body, the article of clothing as well as his prized 



object escaping him. On his back, he repeated his mantra over and over as his consciousness and 

memories pooled around in crimson. Parents shielded their children’s eyes and many people ran. In 

moments, security had surrounded him, and in minutes, police and paramedics were on the scene, 

but it didn’t matter. The last thing Julian saw was his own precious organ beside his face, a leech in 

a pool of blood, and with his last bit of strength, he kissed it. 

 

Though Julian perished doing what he loved, he lives on today in those who have taken on his work. 

Perhaps you will encounter Julian someday. Legend has it he may even live in more than just one 

way. 

 

Julian’s penis…was never found. 

--- 
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